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A year ago, I sought to deliver a forward looking Annual Report on behalf of the
Board of Management of the Agamemnon Housing Association and while much has
been achieved our journey continues as we seek to excel in our sector as a caring,
innovative, responsive and thoughtful provider of high quality sensitively managed
sheltered housing for those who have served in the Armed Forces and their
surviving partners or relatives.
We have enjoyed a year of consolidation with much innovation under our new Chief
Executive, Lieutenant Colonel Pat Burns, and the completion and official opening of
our sixth Court, Eliza Mackenzie Court, in Cosham proved to be a major milestone
in our strategic development in our City. This past year has also seen the delivery
and implementation of a detailed review of our long term maintenance plan allied
to the delivery of a revised and detailed strategic assets register and this has
enabled us to focus more clearly on ensuring that our Courts continue to provide
homes of the very highest quality for our valued residents. We have also made important use of the guidance
provided by the National Housing Federation while continuing in our efforts to benchmark our progress with
similar Housing Associations both locally and nationally. Our Code of Governance, staff handbooks and policies
have all been updated having benefited from a thorough and comprehensive review.
But the future remains at the forefront of the Board’s thinking and this year, the Board of Management has
devoted much energy and thought to develop a long-term strategy for the Association. We firmly believe that
the planned national integration of health and social care should be reflected in what we deliver to our residents.
To this end we intend to work more closely with providers of social care as well as the local health commissioners
and providers to ensure that support and care can be delivered when required in our Courts so as to extend as
long as possible the ability of our residents to remain in the homes of their choice. This has also been a year of
change for the Board of Management with the impending retirement of some long serving Board members and
to assist in our recruitment process we have conducted a detailed audit of the skills we anticipate shall be
required in our Board of Management in the years ahead. We set out to identify and recruit new and forward
thinking Board members who can bring a wealth of different and new experience to the Board and I am delighted
to report that we have successfully recruited Mr Glenn Musson, a fully qualified accountant and we have two
more potential Board Members with Service experience including a currently serving officer whom we hope shall
join the Board in the coming year
Inevitably this means the retirement of several long serving Board Members and I must now pay tribute to Mr
Alex Benney who also served as Chairman for several years, Captain Lynne Gibbon QARNNS, Commander Maggie
Robbins Royal Navy and Major Hugh Affleck-Graves Royal Marines. All four have loyally served the Association
for many years and their skills, commitment and knowledge will be sorely missed. Finally, I too must report my
own impending retirement from the Board after more than a decade as a Board member and four years as
Chairman. It has been a huge and significant honour and privilege to be associated for so long with the
Agamemnon Housing Association and I remain humbled and honoured to have been part of something that I
consider to be very special. It remains only for me to thank the Board of Management, the CEO and the
Association's staff for their hard work this year and in so many other years. I can assure our tenants that the
Board of Management’s commitment to excellence remains undiminished. Our aim and intent is to continue to
serve every one of our residents to the very best of our collective ability now and into the future.
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Report by the Chief Executive Officer
This has been a particularly busy but rewarding year for the Association. We have
managed to maintain an excellent level of service for our tenants, while executing a
challenging in-year plan. A plan that has delivered real improvements to our stock
and provided greater security, safety and value for money for our tenants. Our end
of year accounts reflect a significant increase in surplus due to continuous
improvement and the addition of Eliza Mackenzie Court to our occupied stock. This
has enabled the Association to repay over half of its bank loan ahead of schedule.

CEO
Pat Burns

The Parliamentary elections brought a raft of proposed changes that could
potentially have a detrimental effect on our mission and the service that we deliver
to our beneficiaries. The impact of the Right to Buy scheme, one percent rent cuts
and the Chancellor’s decision to freeze Local Housing Allowance and cap Housing
Benefit are all being closely monitored in conjunction with the National Housing
Federation.
In pursuance of continuous improvement, we have continued to redesign our processes using a bottom up
approach, where we capitalise on the innovation of our people and technology. After frequent consultation with
our tenants, we have successfully evolved our service charges to eliminate cash transactions in our courts and
reduce inconvenience to our tenants. For the first time in the Association’s history, we now benchmark our
performance against other small housing associations in the South East by inputting data into the Housing for Older
Peoples Forum performance reports. We were delighted, for example, to discover the levels of satisfaction
amongst our tenants were significantly higher than the majority of those in other housing associations surveyed.
Staff training and development remains a priority in the Association and we maintain a good rate of staff retention
and sick leave. Nevertheless, it must be noted that our Southsea courts suffered from an unfortunate lack of
continuity with on-site maintenance staff for a short period. However, this situation was managed carefully and
disruption was kept to an absolute minimum.
In terms of engaging with the local community, the Association has welcomed offenders from the Community
Payback Scheme. They have undertaken several projects in our grounds that have delivered real benefit to our
tenants. We have also worked with the Wheatsheaf Trust to return Gosport people back into work and we continue
to seek further opportunities to collaborate with the Trust.
In conjunction with Government policy, the Association is working with other agencies to enable the integration of
Housing, Health and Social Care. We have commenced a six month trial where a Wellbeing Assistant sourced by the
Wheatsheaf Trust is providing extra support to our more vulnerable tenants in Gosport; and in parallel we have
joined forces with a Care provider in Gosport in an effort to improve the coordination of Care. We hope that our
trial relationship with Prados Care Limited will open communication between us and help deliver a more
transparent service that our tenants can access easier.
Finally, I would like to wish our Chairman and the Board members, who are leaving us this year, the very best for
the future. Their service to the Association and their achievements in post, stretching more than a decade, have
been nothing short of outstanding.
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Our Roots
The Association was founded in 1974 and is well
established in the Portsmouth and Gosport area. The
Association’s forerunner, Victory Housing Society Ltd, was
started in Portsmouth (Tipner) in 1933 and further
developed in Bridgemary in 1946/7 with 278 houses for
rent by Naval Ratings and Marine Other Ranks. Direct
competition from married quarters led to a gradual
decline in demand and in 1985 a programme of sales to
sitting tenants was embarked upon, and by 1990 all but
24 houses had been sold. In 1974 the Agamemnon
Housing Association was formed, and with the aid of a
Housing Association Grant, Neptune Court in Stocker
Place, Bridgemary was built. It provides 36 units of
Sheltered Accommodation with preference being given to
those who have served in the RN/RM, QARNNS or former
WRNS.
When all the properties belonging to Victory Housing
Society had been sold it was decided that the proceeds be
used for further development of Sheltered Housing.
Additional Courts were built in Haslemere Road, Southsea
(40 flats), Beauchamp Avenue, Bridgemary (37 flats),
Stakes Hill Road, Waterlooville (25 flats), and finally,
another in Sackville Street, Southsea (37 flats). A further
16 flats were added to the Haslemere Road building in
2012 and Eliza Mackenzie Court (46 flats), Cosham was
completed in 2014 along with our new Head Office in
Agamemnon House. Our six splendid courts, 236 flats in
total, are set in attractive gardens which capture some of
the vision, belief and care our predecessors had for the
value and quality they wished to deliver to our deserving
tenants.
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Meet the Board - 2015

PROPERTY SERVICES
The implementation of the 2014 Maintenance Review has
resulted in the introduction of a strategic Asset Register
that enables the Association to forecast and budget for
the replacement of major systems and items such as lifts,
bathrooms and kitchens. The Review also detailed how
the Association should embrace scheduled (pre-planned)
maintenance and far less responsive repairs within our
courts. Therefore, decreasing the number of breakdowns
in services and increasing the level of Tenant satisfaction.
KPIs
Property Maintenance Officer, Steve
Harrison (second left) with the property
services engineers

National Target
Agamemnon HA
Performance

Scheduled
Maintenance
>60%
65%



Responsive
repairs
<40%
35%



The recruitment of a Property Maintenance Officer and three qualified tradesmen provided the Association
with a more professional level of competence in a wide range of repairs, allowing us to deliver our service
within our agreed response times and at a reduced cost. Numerous maintenance projects were completed
in consultation with our tenants in 2015, some of the more outstanding projects were:
Neptune Court, Gosport Replacement of heating
system - £64,000. Replacement of ground floor
communal carpets - £5,710. Additionally several
kitchens and bathrooms were replaced, the 5 Year
Stock Survey and 5 year electrical inspection was
completed. The car park received a face lift with
surface repairs, new lighting and bay marking
renewed. Communal lounge and Guest Room
were refurbished.

Cornwell Court, Southsea Much of 2015 was
spent resolving the legacy problems with the New
Extension’s heating and hot water systems. The
Court benefited from Community Payback
refurbishing the front and rear fences and railings.
Additionally several kitchens and bathrooms were
replaced, and the 5 Year Stock Survey was
completed
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Victory Court, Gosport
Replacement of
heating system - £100,000. Surveying and
repair of the drainage system £8,000. Sub-roof
repairs - £6,785. Replacement of ground floor
communal carpets - £6110. Sub-roofs were
refurbished. Additionally, several kitchens and
bathrooms were replaced, and car park lighting
was uprated.

Somerville Court, Waterlooville Replacement
of ground floor communal carpets - £4,425.
New heating pumps. Ground floor corridors
and lounge redecoration. Repairs to rear
drainage gulleys.
Major roof repairs.
Communal lounge and reception area were
refurbished.

Sirius Court, Southsea The CCTV system was
upgraded and, several kitchens were replaced.
Automatic door openers replaced. The Court
benefited from
Community Payback
refurbishing the garden fencing and trellises.

Eliza Mackenzie Court, Cosham
Eliza
Mackenzie Court was a part refurbishment and
part new build that was completed in May 2014
and officially opened in April 2015 by Captain
SJ Spencer Royal Navy. The building contains
46 flats and boasts state of the art
electronically controlled services and a
renewable energy system consisting of 12
Photovoltaic (PV) panels. The Court is now fully
occupied.
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Tenants Satisfaction - Consultation
Tenants’ Participation Meetings
Tenants
participation meetings were chaired by Board
members in each Court in May and November
2015. All meeting were minuted and problems
raised were dealt with in priority order or remain
awaiting action. Redesigning the Service Charge
and allowing pets to visit tenants in their flats
were high on the agenda and both agreed.

Extract from Tenants’ Satisfaction
Survey 2015 (20% of tenants surveyed
of which 62% replied)

 

Rent about right?

33

3

Value for money from rent

34

1

Service Charge about right?

32

4

Standard of repairs?

20

1

Time taken for repairs?

18

4

Standard of cleaning

33

2

Are the Newsletters helpful? 33

1

Action from consultation

2

28

&

Finance Officer - Nichola Miles

Next 100% Survey is 2017

ADMINISTRATION, TENANCY AND FINANCES
Administration The Association continues to exploit
Lettings and Finance Officer - Nichola Miles
technology to improve our processes and the value for
money we provide. 2015 saw our property services
engineers being added to the IT network, the creation of
a strategic asset management tool, electronic
handbooks for wardens, void management, lettings.
The Association has also developed bespoke electronic
work books scheduled maintenance programmes that
enables our property engineers to complete work on
time and track resources consumed. We now use the
data to feed the Housing for Older People Forum
performance reports. Therefore, for the first time the
Association can now measure its performance against other similar size providers of sheltered housing.
Finally, we have driven down bank charges by reducing the amount of cash and cheques paid into the bank.
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Tenancy

We dealt with 44 tenancy changes in 2015 compared to 50 in 2014 with 9 unallocated flats at

the year end. Loss of revenue due to voids in 2015 was £38,326 compared to £69,658 in 2014. This
significant reduction was due to the new Eliza Mackenzie Court becoming fully occupied. Total void weeks
across all courts in 2015 was 327 compared to 455 in 2014.

Average Voids Turn Around in Weeks
12.33
10.33
6.7

6.5
5

4.50
0

2.5

0

NEPTUNE

3.6

5.5

4.50
0

CORNWELL

2

0

2

VICTORY
1st Qtr

4.8 4.754.50
0

0

2nd Qtr

3

0

SOMERVILLE
3rd Qtr

4.62

SIRIUS

EMC

4th Qtr

Lost Revenue Voids 2015
KPI

£38,326

2014 – 5.6%
Possible Revenue
Voids

£1,434,519

1St Qtr - 3%

2nd Qtr – 2.5%

2015 – 2.67%

3rd Qtr – 2.49 4th Qtr – 2.67

Rents and Service Charges and Debt

Rent levels were increased by 2.2% (CPI+1%) in line with the
Homes and Communities Agency guidelines. The Association consulted during 2015 to include
water/sewerage, laundry services and the emergency care line in the Service Charges from the 1st January
2016. The Association had 8 debtors at the end of 2015 owing a total of £2,938 of which 2 have since paid,
5 have payment plans in place and 1 is currently in hand with the County Court. The Association now
conducts identity and credit checks before entering into Tenancy Agreements.
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Accounts Overview

Menzies LLP carried out an external audit of the Associations accounts in
January 2016, the full audit report and accounts can be seen on our website: www.agamemnonha.org.

Total Assets Less
Liabilities
Turnover

Lost revenue voids
Operating Costs
Surplus for the year

2015 £

2014 £

2013 £

13,414,236

13,048,085

12,848,970

1,433,833

1,239,720

1,047,999

38,326

69,658

31,634

1,068,140

1,041,321

886,565

365,693

199,115

168,126

PERFORMANCE REVIEW
The table below provides a review of the Key objectives for 2015 that were agreed by the Board of
Management at the 2015 Annual General Meeting.
Key Objectives (within 12 months):
Improved efficiency of Neptune and
Victory to reduce fuel bills.
Complete an interim interior
refurbishment of Neptune’s
communal corridors.
Resolve Cornwell Court Annex legacy
heating system.
Adopt a strategic asset management
system.
Consolidate a scheduled
maintenance matrix.
Start full performance management
data exchange with Housing for Older
Persons Forum.
Optimise contractor relationships,
batch where possible.
Eradicate cash takings within our
courts, water rates, laundry etc

Outcome
New Dimplex Heating systems fitted in both
courts.
Ground floor and first floor communal carpets
replaced, remaining floors to be re-carpeted in
2016.
Faults now rectified and system functioning
correctly.
Asset management system in place and it is
used to forecast planned maintenance
Property service engineers have electronic
notebooks with scheduled maintenance
programme for each Court downloaded.
Association now inputting bi-annually. See
complete Report at www.agamemnonha.org. in
the Performance area.
Property Maintenance Officer recruited to
optimise contractor performance.
Laundry, water & Sewerage charges now all part
of Service Charge thus eradicating cash takings in
courts and inconvenience to tenants.

Chairman’s Lunches

Performance


/







Feedback from Tenants’ Participation meetings indicated that the old
format Chairman’s Annual Lunch traditionally held in the Royal Naval Museum was not working. Only a small
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percentage of tenants from each court could attend. Those who did attend mainly stayed at their own tables
and did not mix. Moreover, some tenants could never attend due to mobility/health issues. Therefore the
Board directed after hearing tenants’ feedback that the Association would hold three events, with each
paired court having a Chairman’s Lunch which they could each host every other year on an alternate basis.
The lunches went ahead as planned and the feedback was really positive:

Cornwell and Sirius courts Chairman’s Lunch 5th June
‘WW2 theme with military costumes and a
great buffet. Great entertainment provided by
the Air Raid Sirens.’

Somerville and Eliza Mackenzie courts Chairman’s
lunch - 21st July
‘Saxophone and Hog Roast’

Neptune and Victory courts Chairman’s lunch –
18th August
‘Vintage Tea Party’
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Agamemnon Housing Association - Strategic Plan Summary 2016 - 2021
Mission
Vision:
Core Values:







To provide affordable and sensitively managed sheltered housing for people over 60 years of age, giving priority to those who have served in the Armed Forces
and their surviving partners or relatives.
To continue to grow whilst being the best sheltered housing provider in the Country.
Person centred, open communication, commitment and quality.

Our Tenants expect:
To live in a safe and secure environment with a satisfactory
quality of life.
Fairly priced, clean and habitable accommodation services.
To be consulted before change takes place.
Repairs conducted within the priority target time.
To receive regular updates of Association’s performance and
plans.

Stakeholders

Key Objectives (within 12 months):










Homes and Community Agency expects:
 Good Governance.
 Value for money.
 Health and Safety.
 Risk Management.
 Equality and Diversity.
 Environmental awareness.
 Consultation.

Strategic Aims (within 5 years):


Establish the need for in-house extra support for vulnerable tenants.
Establish lines of communication and working relationships with care providers
operating in our courts.
Produce bespoke maintenance and finance management handbooks.
Minimise H&S and fire risk from growing numbers of mobility scooters.
Replace the lift at Neptune Court.
Replace the emergency call systems in Somerville and Sirius courts.
Replace the fire detection system in Victory Court.
Replace selected kitchens and bathrooms in Cornwell and Victory courts.
Claw back costs from Cornwell Court Annex legacy heating problems.
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Increase capacity by 20% whilst continuing to upgrade existing
stock.
Engage with third parties to integrate Social Care to enable our
tenants to live in their homes longer.
Maximise the opportunities for tenants to be involved in our
decision-making processes.
Contribute to the development of our wider communities.
Continue to demonstrate high standards of Governance through
the scrutiny and due diligence by the Board of Management.

Agamemnon People 2015









Training courses, Health & Hygiene, Contractor
Management, First aid etc.
Staff Training Day in the Maritime Club
covering: customer service, care and loneliness,
and communication skills.
Fraud awareness training.
1 % salary increase.
Entered a team in the Portsmouth 5Km Muddy
Charity Challenge in support of a cancer
charity.
CEO took up Chair of Housing for Older People
Forum, SE England.
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